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Circular Bowl

Circular Bowl

Product Type
Serving Bowl

Production Process
The Colud stone is a CNC cut Alabaster
H: 4 cm / 1,6"

stone, Afterwards the stone has been
treated with vegatble oil.

Dimensions (cm / in)
H: 4 cm / 1,6"

Ø: 33 cm / 13"

Ø: 33 cm / 13"

Materials

The first collaboration between MENU and Hamburg-born designer, Alexa Lixfeld. The stu-

Cloud Stone

dio engages in designing extraordinary items and in her own words, they strive to “build
an economy of the special.” Circular Bowl is a great example of her work and how she man-

Colours

ages to turn something as simple as a bowl into something quite spectacular. Use it for

White

egg-smashing, dough-making, spectacular salads, pretty fruits, still life displays or just as it
is – a distinct and decorative piece. Alexa Lixfeld has won many awards for her designs and

Care Instructions

productive achievements.
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Normal dishwasher liquid can be used. For
stains, please use a light soap such as dish-

About the Designer

washing soap on a wet cotton cloth. We rec-

After a ten-year career as a model, Alexa Lixfeld switched to design, studying in Germany

ommend using a cloth to dry, and the treat

and at the Design Academy in Eindhoven, Netherlands. Now based in Hamburg, her design

with a vegatble oil afterwards. For larger

company boasts a kaleidoscopic portfolio, ranging from concrete and porcelain tableware

staining use either Mineral or White spirit

to cashmere and a fragrance collection. Alexa is committed to keeping alive craft tech-

and repaet the oil treatment. Do not use any

niques in communities around the world, collaborating with artisans in Sri Lanka, Japan,

cleaners with chemicals or harsh abrasives.

Czech Republic, Vietnam, Nepal and China.

Circular Bowl

White
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